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On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese Patrick Callier Georgetown University



The study of intonation has always been bound up with the study of meaning. But the myriad researchers who have taken up intonation have, unsurprisingly, found a number of ways to characterize both its structure and function. I take an “ecumenical” approach to intonational meaning and function in one corpus of conversational data in Mandarin, an approach grounded in the study of variation, (socio-)phonetics, and interaction. I consider speech data from naturalistic conversational interaction, which provides a chance to look at the contextualized meaning of intonation. This necessitates increased attention to phonetic variability, rather than just phonological structure, as well as reminds us that both phonological structure and phonetic variability participate in indexical meaning-making, counter to phonological accounts that replicate the phonology-phonetics divide in making a clear distinction between linguistic and paralinguistic meaning.



INTRODUCTION Many phonetically oriented scholars of intonation, among them Bolinger (1989) and Gussenhoven (Chen, Gussenhoven and Rietveld, 2004; Gussenhoven, 2004), have made strong claims for cross-linguistic universals in the interpretation of intonation. Meanwhile, some, especially Ladd (1996) and Pierrehumbert (1990) have argued that the linguistic meaning of intonation is encoded at the level of discrete, non-gradable phonological representations, and have paid varying levels of attention to the function and informational content of intonational variability that cannot be encoded in phonological structure. Although not all phoneticians claim intonational meaning is universal, and many if not most intonational phonologists pay close attention to the phonetic implementation of intonational structure, there has still been no consensus on the role of phonetics in intonational meaning. Adopting an approach grounded in phonetics and indexicality, I argue that some of the confusion can be cleared up by a) acknowledging, after Ladd (1996), the theoretical existence of intonational structure in languages, but b) refusing an overly easy account of how such structure takes on meaning in everyday language use. Though it may be possible to identify linguistic meanings of phonological structure and indexical meanings of phonetic variability, as I do below using data from conversational Mandarin Chinese, we encounter such meanings only after they “clothe themselves in discourse” (Bakhtin, 1984:183), taking on contextualized meaning cued by the phonetic shape of the utterance and other concrete signals in the discourse context. Remaining aware both of linguistic structure and its imbrication in multimodal signifying processes in which language users constantly engage is essential to understanding the meaningfulness of intonation in interaction.
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eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011) INTONATIONAL STRUCTURE IN CHINESE Recent phonological analyses of intonation in Mandarin and other languages have been greatly influenced by the autosegmental-metrical approach, pioneered in the analysis of intonation by Liberman (1979) and Pierrehumbert (1980) and popularized in part by the development of English ToBI, a system for transcribing English intonation (Beckman & Elam, 1997). An autosegmental approach posits that tone and intonation can be described as a series of discrete pitch events in time, and that the pitch contour is calculated largely by interpolating between pitch targets specified by the phonology. Peng, Chan, Huang, Lee, and Beckman (2006) have made a proposal for a Mandarin ToBI along the lines of these autosegmental analyses, while also trying to account for instrumental data of the kind provided by Shen (1990), which seems to argue against an autosegmental account (see Ladd, 1996:153-155 for a discussion). Their model consists of a number of components, the most important of which, for my purposes, are the tones (see Table 1, below). Phrase-final boundary tones, in particular, specify the final pitch target of the utterance. The tone H% signals a relatively high final pitch target, while L% denotes a relatively low one. Tone Initial



Interpretation Pitch reset at beginning of utterance %e-prom Expansion of pitch range under emphasis %compressed Compression of pitch range after emphasis %q-raise Heightened pitch register for echo questions Final H% Final rise L% Final fall Table 1. Prosodic tones in Mandarin-ToBI. Adapted from (Peng et al., 2006). %reset



In an autosegmental approach to Chinese, which has lexical tone, both the lexicon and sentence-level prosody specify pitch targets. How these interact to determine the final fundamental frequency contour is not given a priori. If, as a researcher, you are specifically interested in pitch modulations due to intonational prosody at the sentence level, lexical tone provides a potential confound. In experimental paradigms, this problem is investigated and/or controlled for with carefully constructed stimuli. This paper's use of naturalistic data may impose some limitations due to an inability to control for these factors, limitations which I address in the methods section, below. Prosodic prolegomena My concern is not just with the tonal structure of intonation by itself but with the prosodic organization of the end of the utterance as a whole. As such, I will also turn my attention to phrase-final lengthening, the stretching out of units at the right edges of prosodic domains. Phrase-final lengthening is not well studied in quantitative sociolinguistics, but it has been documented in the phonetics literature for languages as diverse as Chickasaw (Gordon & 17



On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese Munro, 2007), French (Smith, 2002), and Finnish (Nakai, Kunnari, Turk, Suomi, and Ylitalo, 2009). Gordon and Munro's study demonstrates that the degree of final lengthening in Chickasaw varies with the size of the prosodic domain, with smaller domains (syllables) incurring less lengthening than larger ones (intonational phrases). In Finnish (Nakai et al., 2009) and English (Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007), phrase-final lengthening is progressive, that is, it may start before the final syllable and become increasingly more extreme up until the end of the phrase. Interestingly, lengthening preserves phonologically contrastive length in Finnish, so that phrase-final short vowels are shorter than phrase-final long vowels (Nakai et al., 2009). Like variation in F0 movement, phrase-final lengthening can be taken as a cue to prosodic structure. It may also help cue tonal structure. Ohala (1978) notes that speakers are able to articulate falling tones in a much shorter time than rising tones – which predicts L% tones should be shorter than H% tones. One question this paper asks is what role, if any, final lengthening plays in signaling “paralinguistic” or interactional meanings. For instance, lengthening may be tied to sentence pragmatics. Smith (2002) demonstrates that lengthening in French is more extreme on yes/noquestions, particularly those where syntactic cues to interrogativity are absent. In perhaps the only variationist sociolinguistic work to address final lengthening, Kiesling (2005) documents lengthening occurring alongside other stylistic features of an immigrant variety of Australian English: backing and lowering of a mid-central vowel and, in particular, utterance-final rises. The association of lengthening with questions in French and, among the speakers Kiesling studies, a style which establishes an “authoritative connection” suggests lengthening plays a role in interpersonal closeness in interaction, as well as with the management of turn-taking and the articulation of stance. Intonational meaning Bolinger (1989) notes that final rises are cross-linguistically associated with uncertainty and incompletion, while final falls signal wholeness and certainty. Bolinger's view of intonation typically has phonetic variation modulating phonological meaning in a scalar manner. For him, if a phonologically specified fall indicates certainty, a fall covering an expanded F0 space indicates extreme certainty. Gussenhoven separates phonology from phonetics more explicitly, but gives intonational meaning at both levels of analysis a common basis. Drawing on earlier work linking intonation to the use of pitch in animal communication (Ohala, 1983), Gussenhoven bases intonational meaning on a set of “biological codes”: frequency (see Ohala, 1983), effort, and production. A rise in fundamental frequency over a given domain, for example, indexes incompletion or smallness, which motivates certain assumptions about the speaker's physical or emotional state, or conveys information about the message. The widespread “informational” use of rises to indicate uncertainty about message is then used to explain the generalization that most of the world's languages have grammaticalized rising intonation as a marker of yes/no-questions. Interestingly, despite the strong universalist tendencies of this line of theorizing, Gussenhoven's own work (Chen, Gussenhoven, and Rietveld, 2004) has shown even the non-grammatical paralinguistic or “affective” meanings of prosody can be culturally specific. Among phonologically informed scholarship on intonation, Ladd's (1996) work makes perhaps the clearest distinction between phonology and phonetics, both in the specification and implementation of structure and in the creation of intonational meaning. On Ladd's Linguist's Theory of Intonational Meaning, “the elements of intonation have meaning” (1996:39) – in other 18



eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011) words, meaning attaches to discrete phonological quanta of structure. A high pitch accent might help to signal narrow focus within the sentence, while a high-low sequence might signal a declarative sentence. Phonetic dimensions of the realization of phonological structure, such as pitch range, register, intensity, and so on, add information, but are still essentially modulations of the signal. Intonational phonology's attention, from its early days, to both linguistic and “paralinguistic” intonational contributions to meaning, and thus to such concerns as affect and the “vividness of specific nuances in specific contexts” (1996:56), have striking parallels in the present-day study of stylistic variation, which increasingly attempts to describe stylistic meaning in terms of speaker stance and with attention to interactional contingencies (Eckert, 2005; Eckert, 2008). Recent work on “indexical fields” (Eckert, 2008) synthesizes a large body of work on the fluidity of indexical meaning. In an indexical field, potential meanings of a form are arrayed in a constellation that places its core meanings near the center and more context-dependent or ideologically inflected meanings at the periphery, mapping out, for example, how released variants of /t/ can be interpreted as “prissy” or “gay” working from a core meaning of “articulate,” “emphatic,” or “clear.” At first glance Eckert's theory may appear similar to an approach like Gussenhoven's, in that both posit a set of basic meanings that are reworked in context to generate more elaborate interpretations. But the two frameworks diverge sharply with regard to the basis of the putative core meanings. Gussenhoven's theory is explicitly biological, and when conventionalized interpretations diverge across cultures, they are either attributed to different prioritization of conflicting “codes” or they are simply inexplicable (Chen et al., 2004). Eckert posits a more general model in which all meanings for a form are regarded as more or less arbitrary and which are organized by orders of indexicality (Silverstein, 2003) into a configuration of “basic” core meanings and more elaborate, context-dependent ones. Stylistic variability in prosody and intonation can be profitably studied in this framework. Podesva (2006; 2007) shows obvious affinities to Eckert's approach in suggesting that overall F0 range and extreme F0 falls can be linked to core stylistic meanings of “animated” or “expressive,” which participants in interaction then rework to construct interactional stances and individual personas. And Queen (2006) decenters affect-based examinations of intonation by showing how rising intonation contours among Turkish-German bilinguals are deployed as an element of communicative competence to help structure conversational narrative. My primary goal in this paper is to show how the phonological structure of intonation and prosody, as well as its phonetic implementation, participate in generating contextualized indexical meanings, and to move beyond a division between language and paralanguage that makes misleading assumptions about how meaning occurs in interaction. DATA AND METHODS The data that I examine below come from a corpus of Mandarin telephone conversations available through the Linguistic Data Consortium (Fung, Huang, and Graff, 2005). Speakers mostly do not know each other before their conversation, and five minutes of each recording are made available and transcribed. Although many studies, including sociolinguistic ones (Grabe, 2004), have made good use of constructed stimuli and read sentences in the study of intonation, “naturalistic” interaction provides more free rein for contingent and situated meanings of intonation to emerge. 19



On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese Two variables I will investigate will involve the effect of intonation on the pitch contour of the utterance. How do we address the confounding effect of lexical tone on F0 in naturalistic data? For this, I take advantage of Chao's observation (1968) that unstressed syllables at the ends of sentences in Mandarin show pitch movements linked to sentence pragmatics. Pitch movements on these syllables can be attributed to sentence-level intonation (pace accounts, e.g. Yip, 2002, where tonal features spread onto such syllables from neighboring syllables). In the following examples, the final syllable ba is not specified for lexical tone, and so the pitch with which it is realized is due in large part to the intonation of the utterance, and then mostly the choice of H% or L% boundary tones. (1)



mai3 ping2guo3 ba buy apple PRT 'Buy apples!' (A suggestion)1



[L%]



(2)



mai3 ping2guo3 ba [H%] buy apple PRT 'Buying apples?' (A question, presupposing an affirmative response)



In light of the need to minimize interference in the F0 contour from lexical tone, I will focus on a single “intonation carrier,” ma, and its realization on several phonetic dimensions as a way of investigating utterance-final intonation and prosody in Mandarin. The sentence-final particle ma is a non-referential clitic that occurs with a wide variety of sentence types, including yes/no-questions, assertions, directives, and topicalized constituents.2 (3)



mai3 ping2guo3 ma [L%] buy apple PRT 'You are buying apples!' (This much is clear)



(4)



mai3 ping2guo3 buy apple ' Do you buy apples?'



(5)



mai3 ma [H%?], ping2guo3 buy PRT apple 'When it comes to buying things, apples.'



ma PRT



[H%]



[L%]



This study looks at 125 utterances ending in this particle selected at random from the corpus. By “utterance,” I generally mean the smallest intonational group that is also associated with a major syntactic boundary – usually independent clauses, but also left-dislocated topical constituents and sometimes, tag questions. I recorded the start and end time of each utterance, ending where there ceased to be information for either of the first two formants. I coded for characteristics of the speaker and situation, discourse and utterance properties, and phonetic and phonological dependent variables. The first of the dependent variables was



1



Lexical tones in Mandarin are abbreviated with single numbers 1-4, for high level, high rising, low, and high falling tones, respectively (see Yip, 2002 for an autosegmental analysis). “Neutral” or “light” tone, where a syllable lacks tonal specification, is marked by leaving off the tone number or using zero. 2 Boya Li's (2006) dissertation argues that in all of these environments, ma has the fairly bleached core meaning of “heightened commitment” to the illocution.
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eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011) phrase-final boundary tone, which I coded auditorily as either H%, a final high, or L%, a final low. Where I encountered difficulty – often due to compressed pitch range at the end of the utterance – I tried to confirm my percept through inspection of a pitch trace in Praat. The next variable was final syllable (ma) duration. Although final lengthening can occur on domains of variable size, lengthening of the final syllable is criterial and should suffice as a measurement of lengthening in general. Therefore, I have decided to operationalize final lengthening as the duration of the final syllable only. First, speech rate is calculated by dividing the number of syllables in the utterance over the duration of the utterance in milliseconds. The final syllable is not included in the calculation. Final lengthening is measured by multiplying the utterance speech rate by the absolute duration of the final syllable, a value that is then scaled by the average syllable duration across the entire corpus, to yield a normalized measurement interpretable in milliseconds. This measurement assumes that final lengthening is interpreted relative to speech rate, which I believe to be justified but does not find explicit support in previous investigations of final lengthening. Smith (2002) does not take speech rate into account, and Nakai et al. (2009) considered its effects but were able to control for it in the experimental design. Articulatory rates in this corpus are highly variable, and without control over the speaking situation, I consider the normalized measurement the safer option compared to using absolute duration. I explored a number of potential explanatory variables. These are listed below: 1. Speaker sex. 2. Interlocutor sex. 3. Age, ranging from 18–40 years. 4. Perceived accent of the speaker. The builders of the corpus rated speakers as having standard-sounding or non-standard-sounding accents, on the basis of unspecified criteria. 5. Presence of a response from the other speaker after the token, taken to be diagnostic of turn completion. 6. Clause type of the containing utterance. This could take values of declarative, interrogative (there were no WH-questions), or left-dislocated (topicalized) constituent. The distinction between declaratives and interrogatives, while not apparent in word order, was reliably clear in context. 7. Preceding tone. Mandarin has four lexical tone categories, and some syllables are unspecified for tone. 8. Utterance length in syllables. 9. Utterance duration in milliseconds. 10. Utterance pitch range. All measurements of fundamental frequency were originally made in hertz, and then converted to semitones, a logarithmic scale borrowed from music that more closely corresponds to perceived pitch3. Pitch differences reported in semitones reflect the auditory equivalence of different frequency intervals. Using exploratory data analysis and various statistical methods, I probed the relationship between these independent variables and the three dependent variables. Below I report regression results, obtained after arriving at a satisfactory model by starting with a number of predictors and removing insignificant variables from the equation while monitoring goodness-of3



Formula: st = 12 × log2 (hz/127.09), from (Traunmüller, 1997)
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On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese fit and other factors. In addition, based on the principle that more phonetically extreme variants of meaningful forms are more likely to highlight the social meanings they carry (Podesva, 2006), I examine a few such limit cases in their discourse context. In this way, I hope to shed more light on the full range of their meaning potential.



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Boundary tone The first dependent variable I looked at was the choice of boundary tone. Table 2 gives a breakdown of boundary tone by clause type and illocutionary force. In Figure 1, we have a graphical representation. There is a clear segregation of declaratives and questions by the boundary tone that they take. Declaratives overwhelmingly use final low tones and occasionally, although quite rarely, choose the high tones. Questions are not as categorical, with high frequencies of both H% and L%. There are not many topical constituents in the sample, but they appear to behave much like declaratives, usually but not always using final low or L% tones. Clause Type



Boundary Tone Women



Men



H%



L%



H%



L%



Declarative



6



26



2



19



Question



17



15



12



16



3



3



9



Topicalization 0



Table 2. Boundary tone by clause type, illocutionary force, and speaker gender. So what explains the increased variability in tone choice for questions? Part of the answer may lie in the pragmatically diverse ends to which interrogative sentences are put. Examples (6)-(8) give instances of the three illocutionary types most common in this data for questions: assertions, information requests and tag questions. Assertion: (6)



lan2zhou1 bu4 shi4 shou3 zhua1 Lanzhou NEG be hand grasp 'Isn't Lanzhou [where there is] stewed lamb?'



yang2rou4 lamb



ma PRT



Information request: (7)



ni3 xian4zai4 shi4 shang4 da4xue2 2p.SG now be go university 'Are you attending university now?'
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ma PRT



[H%]



[L%]



eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011)



Figure 1. Boundary tone by clause type. Tag Question (8)



hou4 jie1 nan2hai2 back street boy 'The Backstreet Boys, right?'



dui4 ma correct PRT



[H%]



Although there was no way to exhaustively categorize the illocutionary force of every utterance in the data, information requests such as in (7) appeared to prefer H% tones. Meanwhile, interrogatives that were clearly interpretable as assertions in the discourse context4 almost always occurred with L%. Some interrogatives produced with L% strongly prefer a certain response, as in the below example: (9) “New Year's fireworks” 1 A:    chi nianye fan bu dou yao



fang baozhu le ma [L%]



4



Eating New Year's dinner, don't you always have to set fireworks off?



2 /ranhou renjia dou zhidao a/



And then everyone knows [it's the new year].



3 B:    ng, dui ya



Yeah, that's right.



Often co-occurring with a negative focus construction marked by bu shi 'isn't/aren't.'
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On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese So although Mandarin intonation follows universal tendencies to use falling tunes with declaratives and may typically associate rising tunes with interrogatives, “exceptional” pairings of sentence type and boundary tone have nondefault pragmatic interpretations. The remainder of this paper asks how the phonetic implementation of the structural choice between high or low boundary tones also inflects and modulates the pragmatic meaning. Final lengthening The next dependent variable I looked at is the duration of the final syllable in the intonational phrase. The following example, shown in Figure 2, shows significant final lengthening and is in fact one of the longest final syllables in the corpus.



Figure 2. Pitch track (Hz), “Did you watch it all the way to the end?” (see (10), below). The duration of ma here is much greater than that of the other syllables in the utterance – I will explore this example in more depth below. Figure 3, Table 3, and Table 4 give a quantitative summary of final syllable durations throughout the corpus.
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Figure 3. Duration of final syllable by final tone. Female Male Declarative 255.58 (72.60) 231.39 (60.53) Question 306.82 (107.32) 271.42 (79.84) Topicalization 197.57 (43.69) 219.05 (57.83) Table 3. Lengthening of final syllable by sentence type and speaker gender. Measurements in milliseconds (standard deviations in parentheses). 1 (H) Declarative 266.65 Question 257.33 Topicalization 223.53



2 (LH) (99.75) 248.23 (73.15) (93.83) 298.43 (137.42) – 223.48 (43.54)



3 (L) 4 (HL) 246.61 (54.79) 242.15 (64.61) 347.08 (89.36) 260.97 (73.45) – – 205.19 (71.92)



Neutral Declarative 236.93 (65.02) Question 332.82 (60.55) Topicalization 220.53 – Table 4. Lengthening of final syllable by sentence type and preceding tone. Measurements in milliseconds (standard deviations in parentheses). Figure 3 gives an interesting picture of the effect of the boundary tone on final syllable duration. With a final H%, the modal duration is around 300 ms. With a final L%, however, final syllable durations appear to have a bimodal distribution, with modes around 200 ms and 25



On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese 375 ms. This suggests that final falls can either be clipped or lengthened. With qualifications, this confirms the hypothesis based on Ohala's observation about articulation times, which predicted L% would be shorter than H%. Boundary tone was not considered as a predictor in the regression reported below, since cues such as duration may have influenced my coding, but this could be a direction for controlled experiments or other studies to develop further. As Table 3 shows, there appears to be a tendency for final syllables in questions to be longer than declaratives, and within clause types for women's final syllables to be longer than men's. Table 4 paints a slightly less clear picture, but shows a more or less general tendency for the final syllable in questions to be longer, particularly following low and toneless syllables (both of which are analyzed as [-Upper] in Yip (2002) and may need extra time to reach a final H%). Using the normalized duration of the final syllable as the response, and transforming it to better satisfy statistical assumptions, I performed a regression analysis. I started with a number of predictors and culled away variables until all terms had an appreciable contribution to the model, and I arrived at the following analysis (Table 5). Clause type was the main contributing factor to the duration of the final syllable, with questions longer than any other sentence type, and no appreciable difference between declaratives and topicalized constituents. Coefficient Std. Error t value p value Intercept 2.72 0.021 – – Clause type Question 0.078 0.0288 2.704 0.0078 Topicalization -0.055 0.044 -1.262 0.2095 Null deviance: 2.972, 122 df; Residual deviance: 2.683, 120 df Table 5. Regression results for final syllable duration. Response is log of the square root of normalized duration; coefficients give change in response relative to base category (Declarative). This finding mirrors what Smith (2002) found for French: that yes/no-questions tend to lengthen, in the absence of other cues to interrogativity. Other factors such as turn-finality, speaker sex, and preceding tone are either not significant or do not add enough explanatory power to be included in the model. But of course, this does not mean that clause type accounts for all or even very much of the variability in final syllable duration. Final lengthening such as seen in Figure 2 always occurs in a particular discourse context, and in that example in particular, increased duration cooccurs with signals of increased enthusiasm and involvement. The lengthening occurs after stretch of particularly enthusiastic discourse, and arguably contributes to the impression of enthusiasm: (10) 'Did you watch it all the way to the end?'



1 A: aha yi bai duo ji le!



More than a hundred episodes!



2 zhen shi yi ge hen chang de Hanguo pianr a…



That really is a very long Korean TV series,



3 aiya wo shuo kanxialai ye xuyao yiding de naixing la…



wow I mean to keep watching it really requires some patience



26



eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011) 4 ni yizhi kan dao wei ma:: [L%?]



did you watch it all the way to the end?



Excerpt (10) gives an indication of the different linguistic features (marked in italics), besides lengthening, that make the speaker's contribution sound enthusiastic. These include interjections like aha 'whoa' and aiya 'wow,' intensifiers like zhen 'really' and ye 'really,' and affect-marking sentence-final particles le, a, and la, in addition to an overall expanded pitch range. Furthermore, lines 1, 2, and 3 are not nearly as marked by final lengthening, and sound rather clipped compared to line 4. Thus the final lengthening here may serve as a turn-yielding device, coming after a series of “rushed-through” endings. Another example has extreme lengthening in an affect-laden context: (11) 'Aren't I broke?'



1 B: danshi ba, ai dao xianzai hai mei zhaodao ren pei wo qu chi fan 2 A: na ni qingke bu jiu you ren zhaodao le ma



But, oh I still haven't found anyone to come eat with me!



3 B: (laugh) wo bu shi mei qian ma: [L%] 4 A: mei qian ni hai qing bieren chi fan



Aren't I broke?



Then if you offer to pay won't you have found someone then?



[Even if you are] broke, you still ask people out!



Figure 4. “But aren't I broke?” 27



On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese In the exchange illustrated in (11), with line 3 represented in Figure 4, the first speaker laments that she can't find anybody to eat out with her. The other responds that she might have more success if she offered to pay, to which the first speaker responds with a rhetorical question: “but aren't I (is it not true that I am) broke?” The final syllable here is lengthened to a considerable degree and with a dramatic final fall, unlike (10). Although the speaker is not “enthusiastic,” as in the earlier example, her apparent affective commitment to the utterance is high. At the same time, both speakers' laughter and the almost histrionic, breathy whininess of speaker B mark this utterance as exaggerated. This over-production may be a lamination enacted to achieve an ironic effect and help the speaker achieve distance from her words and the approbation they may occasion (for example, being accused of cheapness). Regardless of this possibility, the prosodic design of this utterance indexes emotion and particularly exasperation on the part of the speaker. In both of these examples, the lengthened utterances have something of an “other-oriented” quality, either in yielding the floor or soliciting a sympathetic reaction. Considering previous findings relating lengthening to “connection,” this may be an integral part of the meaning of lengthening. Below, I investigate further the possible role of the sharp pitch movement across the last syllable of the utterance, as seen above. Pitch Range As outlined in the methods section, the distances between the F0 maximum and minimum in the final syllable of each utterance were recorded. Table 6 summarizes some of the findings, which at first glance fail to gel into a recognizable pattern. But the other possible independent variables I coded for account for some of this variability. Female Male Declarative -1.50 (4.71) -2.44 (2.81) Question -2.94 (6.04) -1.05 (1.82) Topicalization -0.64 (0.91) -3.60 (3.16) Table 6. F0 movement (in semitones) over final syllable by clause type and sex of speaker. Standard deviations in parentheses. Table 7 and Table 8 report the ANOVA analysis I arrived at using procedures similar to those above. Because I was interested in the gross quantity of pitch movement (and not the direction of movement), the response was the absolute value of the F0 change between extrema in the final syllable. A square root transform was also necessary to help satisfy regression assumptions. Chi-square Utterance F0 range 26.106 Duration of final syllable 5.907 Non-standard accent? 8.688 Utterance F0 range × Final syllable duration 6.468



DF 1 1 1 1



Table 7. ANOVA, utterance-final pitch range.
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p value < 0.001 0.015 0.003 0.011



eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011) Coefficient Intercept 1.1977 Utterance F0 range (semitones) -0.04479 Final syllable duration (ms) -0.002287 Utterance F0 range × Final syllable 0.0004095 duration Accent Standard -0.5009 Null deviance: 91.401, 123 df; Residual deviance: 63.571, 119 df



Std. Error 0.5607 0.04787 0.001827 0.0001610



t value – -0.936 -1.252 2.543



p value – 0.3513 0.2130 0.0122



0.1699



-2.948



0.0038



Table 8. Regression results, final syllable F0 range. Response is the square root of the absolute value of the difference between absolute F0 extrema in the final syllable. There is an interaction between the pitch range of the utterance and the relative duration of the final syllable. This effect is difficult to interpret from the coefficients, but the data show that as the pitch range of the utterance increases and the duration of the final syllable does the same: there is a multiplicative affect resulting in greater increases in final pitch range than if either factor were to increase independently of the other. This stands to reason, as increased duration allows more time to hit an extreme articulatory target, and we would expect expanded pitch range on the final syllable to co-occur with expanded pitch range over the entire utterance. More surprisingly, there is about a quarter-semitone difference between speakers based on accent. Speakers marked as standard by the corpus builders had decreased final pitch range. This is a bit puzzling, and the difference is small compared to the difference occasioned by the other, phonetic factors, where variability was more on the order of 10 semitones5. In any event, I am quite hesitant to assign too much importance to the effect of accent on pitch range, especially given the sparsity of observations for “nonstandard” speakers (N = 15). One surprising absence from the results is speaker gender. During coding, my subjective impression was that most of the extreme examples of pitch change came from women. The scatter plot in Figure 5 supports this suspicion.



5



Speakers with higher pitch range may have been indexing intense emotional states. Recall that Labov (2006) sought to identify switches into the vernacular by looking for paralinguistic cues of expressiveness and ease of communication (such as laughter, etc.), of which pitch range may be one. Corpus auditors may have been caught in a reverse observer's paradox. Speakers who evaded the somewhat awkward restraints on topic and addressee imposed on them may have found themselves more at ease to make such paralinguistic displays, as well as to switch into vernacular varieties, which in some cases may have influenced auditors to rate the speakers themselves as “Nonstandard.”
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Figure 5. Final pitch range versus final lengthening, by gender. The variability that women display on the vertical axis, pitch range, surpasses that of the men in the corpus, although one could easily count these points as “outliers.” An F-test confirms that the difference in variances between the two samples is, indeed, significant (F = 4.2267, num df = 61, denom df = 58, p-value < 0.001). Thus gender may actually affect pitch range at the end of the utterance, but more investigation is needed to see to what degree this finding is compatible with the results from the regression analysis, which focused on measures of central tendency. What is the relationship between boundary tones and final pitch movement? Because I coded impressionistically for boundary tone, I did not include it in the regression, in order to avoid a circular analysis. But there does appear to be a stable relationship between the pitch range of the final syllable and the boundary tone, at least for some phonetic environments, especially tone 2, tone 1 and maybe tone 4; see Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Final syllable pitch range by speaker gender, boundary tone and preceding syllable's tone (0-4). Some outliers excluded for readability. Final pitch range is a good candidate, at first blush, for a phonetic cue to (phonological) boundary tone. But, as Yuan and Shih (2004) have found, in Mandarin it is not always possible to discriminate between questions and statements with different phonological structures on the basis of acoustic cues. Nevertheless there appears to be a link between the indexical function of pitch range, especially falling pitch, and the declarative clause type specified by the L% boundary tone. At least as an illustrative example, (12) supports the existence of such a link, which later work will need to expand on. One speaker has just asked the other if she would ever travel to Tibet. (12) 'What is altitude sickness?'



1 B: xizang a, qishi wo man xiang qu de, 2 danshi wo haipa you gaoyuan fanying



Tibet? Actually I kind of want to go,



3 A: gaoyuan fanying, gaoyuan fanying shi shenme



Altitude sickness? What is altitude sickness?
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but I'm afraid of getting altitude sickness [“plateau reaction”].



On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese 4 B: e, (lipsmack) xizang neibian bu dou shi gaoyuan ma [L%]



Uh, isn't it true that Tibet is on a plateau?



5 ranhou ta nabian jingchang shi dishi And over there the land is often rather high bijiao gao 6 ranhou kongqi bijiao xibao ma



And the air is rather thin.



7 hen duo ren qu dou shiying bu liao



A lot of people when they go can't take it



8 suoyi jiao gaoyuan fanying



So it's called altitude sickness.



A question arises during the speaker's response – what is altitude sickness? In her answer, she opens up with a rhetorical question, establishing as common knowledge the proposition that Tibet is located on a plateau. And on that line, the pitch falls over 15 semitones – more than one full octave – across the final syllable. The L% boundary tone with which this utterance is realized helps mark it as an assertion. What follows is a fairly elaborate explanation in response to the other speaker's question, also composed of a series of assertions. The extreme fall may bolster this dimension of the pragmatics, increasing the epistemic commitment of the speaker to the utterance and enhancing the presuppositional quality and the sharedness of the proposition articulated in the rhetorical question. Thus the “informational” (Gussenhoven, 2004) function of this prosodic quality also has interactional consequences.



CONCLUSION Throughout this paper I have drawn links where possible between the phonology and phonetics of prosody and its deployment in interaction. I have taken a fairly ecumenical approach to doing so, and for good reason. Quantitative and statistical methods have uncovered interesting regularities in the correspondence between phonological structure, phonetic design, and pragmatic meaning of the sentences in this corpus. L% boundary tones are associated with declarative sentence types, and declarative sentences (and some sentences with L%) are likely to have shorter final syllables. Final syllable duration also correlated with F0 range across the final syllable. Highly extreme pitch ranges are more likely to be produced by women than men, though on average the pitch range of both genders is similar. Thus, although it was not the primary goal of this study to discover acoustic correlates of phonological structure, there may be a relationship between final pitch range and final lengthening and the phonological structure of the right edge of the intonational phrase in Mandarin. But this only represents one dimension of the meaning of these forms. Entirely corpusbased investigations are best at revealing “text defaults” (Agha, 2007), regularities of meaning which can be played with and turned around (troped upon) in numerous ways when entextualized during interaction, as in the possible stylization of whininess in (11). This highlights the importance of naturalistic data, and thus one of the strengths of this study, whenever we are addressing questions of “meaning.” And the question has only just been opened of what precisely are the indexical text defaults or core social meanings, if any, of final lengthening and final pitch range. The use of lengthening in questions and in productions of enthusiasm is a start 32



eVox: Georgetown Working Papers in Language, Discourse, & Society, Volume 5 (2011) but gives a highly incomplete and sketchy picture. The meaning of final pitch range, meanwhile, will probably be more profitably studied by making finer-grained distinctions between sentence types and pragmatic functions, as in Podesva (2006). This study has been limited by several factors, chief among them the sample size, and I warn readers to take my quantitative conclusions with a grain of salt. In addition, the problems of segmentation and pitch tracking in the presence of utterance-final devoicing and nonmodal voice qualities were not ones I confronted with the same methodological rigor as the phonetic studies cited in the introduction. In fact, given the literature on the interactional significance of voice quality, especially in domain-final positions, this should be a priority for future expansions of this research. Also intriguing was the apparently greater variability in final pitch range according to speaker gender, despite similar mean ranges. Despite these limitations, there is ample evidence, from this data and other work on Mandarin intonation (Peng et al., 2006; Yuan & Shih, 2004), that the contrast between H% and L% boundary tones I have used here reflects a grammatical difference in phonological structure. This difference appears to be related to sentence type—declarative sentences pair with L%, and interrogative ones with H%. Exceptions to this pattern, especially the use of low tones on “rhetorical” questions, are an example of a tropic usage (Everett, 2009), achieving, for example, the stereotypically assertive force of a declarative in a syntactically interrogative utterance. The widespread occurrence of such nonliteral or tropic usages points to a basic problem in the analysis of intonational structure and meaning. Ladd (1996) and Gussenhoven (2004) both expend a good deal of energy trying to excise the paralinguistic from the linguistic – to discover the grammatical core of intonation – with Gussenhoven characterizing intonation as “a halftamed savage” (2004:57) for its use of the same cues for both linguistic and paralinguistic meaning. Their basic strategy, one that underlies the structural analysis of language in general, is to discover the categorical, discrete, arbitrary features of the phenomenon under analysis and to devise a grammar for them. In the case of intonation this becomes “intonational phonology,” which leaves a remainder consisting of gradient, gestalt, non-arbitrary phenomena – paralanguage, amenable in this case to phonetic analysis. My point is not to quarrel with structural analysis itself, which is the bedrock of linguistics. The goal of the grammarian is to pull out linguistic structure from the opaque muck of interaction, wipe it off, and display the polished product to their colleagues. Given the selfimposed, if sometimes unstated, limits of the grammatical endeavor, the phonologists can hardly be blamed for failing to remind us to put language back where we found it when we are done. But when we view meaning as the achievement of language use, rather than just the inert property of signs and sign configurations, we are responsible for wading into the muck ourselves. I have shown that, in interaction, separate tokens of a single choice within a grammatical paradigm, even those that display similar implementations in the phonetic signal, regularly fail to serve a unitary expressive function. Extreme falls as an implementation of L%, which we saw in excerpts (11) and (12), are a good example. In the former case, a sharp fall in pitch contributed to an impression of whininess on the part of the speaker, while in the latter it bolstered the assertive quality of the utterance, and if anything painted the speaker in a knowledgeable or haughty light, showing the transformative role of the discourse context in constructing meaning. More importantly, these examples, as well as those of tropic uses of declarative intonation, demonstrate the limits of the idea of paralanguage. Language in use does not readily discriminate between grammar and its remainder. Indexical meanings are fairly promiscuous – for a form (or configuration of forms) to be an index, it suffices to be interpreted as one, and it 33



On the Edge: The Sociophonetics of Boundary Tones and Final Lengthening in Mandarin Chinese does not matter whether that form participates in grammatical structure or has been relegated to the paralinguistic margins. Just as the choice of falling intonation creatively indexes a context where the default effect of a syntactically signaled interrogative form is canceled, the production of that falling intonation with a more than one octave drop helps index the highly shared nature of the propositional content. In other words, phonology can be just as “paralinguistic” as phonetics. This doesn't mean there are not still a lot of interesting questions to ask about a distinctive sociophonetics of intonation – for example, with regard to what appears to be its apparent affinity for non-arbitrary or iconic meaning, or the signifying capacity of gradient and non-discrete signals, or the relationship between phonetics as a cue to linguistic structure and as a participant in indexical meaning-making. I do suspect we will find Gussenhoven's attempt to chart out the indexical ground of intonational phonetics falls short of the mark, as it is limited by its ethological and sociobiological commitments (see Mendoza-Denton, n.d. for a discussion of the limits of biology in explaining pitch and voice quality). Even so, if we eventually find a way to account for the “core” meanings of different dimensions of prosodic variability using such a framework, we will still need to address how that meaning attaches to, transforms, or cancels out meanings in other modalities (see Agha, 2007), leading to the kinds of effects I have observed above. So despite the careful and invaluable work of intonational phonologists, pragmaticists, and other researchers who have laid the foundations of the study of intonational structure and meaning, we have good reason to remain uneasy with an account of intonational meaning, or indeed of any kind of stylistic meaning, that maintains a clear, hierarchical division between the linguistic and the paralinguistic. If such distinctions are to be made – and they may be necessary for any sort of structural analysis to proceed – it should always be with a clear goal of elucidating language as an activity engaged in by real people, where the regularities of function evinced by linguistic analysis are appropriated and transformed in ways that we may not yet fully understand.
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Excerpt (10) gives an indication of the different linguistic features (marked in italics), besides lengthening, that make the speaker's contribution sound enthusiastic. These include interjections like aha 'whoa' and aiya 'wow,' intensifiers like zhen 'really' and ye 'really,' and affect-marking sentence-final particles le, a, and la, ... 
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